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Introduction
Is an inversion just another version?
It’s not that we can’t be without it, but that we wouldn’t know whether or not we
were we without it. We don’t depend on it or need it.
Are there any flames in this fire?
But when we look into the deep darkness of a well and feel the ourself pulled
forward or watch a dog’s eyelids fluttering closed or sit at the table, or our
stomach jumps in the pleasure of waiting -What are we doing when we see patterns in the pixels?
It is the impossible connection and it is the last train, the final red eye.
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Couplettes
The intimacy of the barber,
Blood-letter of the bladed age.
2
Goodyear welted
Blue-blood belted
4
Until the scourge upon the earth
Becomes the dirge within your bed
8
Alms for the poor
Palms at your door
32
The Sapphic urge plastered across the broadsheets
Laid under iambic kitty-litter.
256
Fronds. What a silly word
For a thing so serious as the footfall of Para-Brahma.
8,192
Fat-cat capitalists and champagne socialists
Shitting in the bed they’ve made. And. Lying. In. it.
2,097,152
Well, that escalated quickly!
Recursion’s a bitch, innit?
Joel Mitchell
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Transfiguration
I.
To analyze our hurt
Is to analyze what makes us weak
To parse out meaning from a fig
Soft skin, torn freshly from its pulp,
Revealing something sweet
And bare.
And yet,
This fruit,
This soul with seeds
Which gives its flesh as holy gift,
When opened, looks for warm embrace
Where bees and birds would peck and prodThey steal a love which,
freely given,
Asked only for a heart,
Well shriven,
That plead a humble truth’s confession
From mouths
Reciting Passion’s creeds.
How often when we taste a fig,
We eloquently praise its fruit,
so freely bought by plucking hands,
who taste its heart first gently picked,
now ripped from stems, the soul’s frail sticks.
II.
I pick each year from a once fair tree
Of figs, now mixed with many vines,
Where sumac, suckle, ivy climb
On limbs too tender to reject embrace.
6

In bleeding drops from a tender face
Blooms a nobler compassion than I
Dare to trace—seeds of trust
Amidst vines and weeds,
Craving from leeches,
Honeyed suckles, bared teeth
The innocent Adam for whom it was made.
III.
Sweet fig, here shattered
Your pulp in thick hands,
Though Eden has fallen,
The landlord remains,
Like you, always giving
His heart for weak men.
Forgive, and forget
Saintly fruit, for in dying,
The pulp that you give
Saves the mouths that do eat—
For in sweet flesh
Picked
You will leave behind seeds;
Glory be, sweet vermeil skin.
For in you He is pleased.
Kathleen Hines
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Scorpion 27
O horror. Tongue nor heart cannot conceive
nor name. He caned a randomly chosen student,
daily, and claimed this heightened overall morale.
Our mall closed without warning; her halls proved
empty; his favorite walls came tumbling down.
Place a crown upon my noggin, an emerald
gown over my bod, and a clown in the upstairs closet.
Joel Chace
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Scorpion 28
Posit a cessation to unpleasantness.
The will to press a witch to death, to lease and loan
to fortune, to grease a killer to guiltlessness,
to please all modern rustlers: this is the way the herd
ends, not with a ring but a center.
Tender resignation, afraid to think what you have done.
Joel Chace
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Scorpion 29
That lonely ton of deference soaks and stains; the frame
of things disjoints; aroint thee. So pew wee football
has become a cause as natural laws have spilled
into community pools. Not altogether fool.
Our Kingdom of Misrule is made possible
by the generous support of our donors.
Good thing all those loaners sit in the back room.
Joel Chace
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Scorpion 30
At her loom, she works with violent intensity, with
complete disregard for her health, with terrifying
love. Jove would take one look at us, then flicker right
back out. Rout of the college widow and wife.
That a keen knife see not any wound it makes,
nor any ear hear every climax faked.
Joel Chace
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Andrew Brenza
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from The Book of Scales
o eye
in space
your eye
be abyssal witness
and black hole
lack of reciprocity
be horror
of infinite
density
yet transformative
of wives tales
o eye
in space
your eye
give up
nothing
*
like earth
remembers
anything
a fabric
of veins
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a thought is
*
how fucking funny
the work
of words
to keep our pants
up, our legs on,
our skylines
ragged margins
of text
in the distance
each step, each
step on
substanceless ribbons
of syntactic
road
*
being dangled
from the levertailing end
of each new
sentence, the
implicit winging
of startled
doves, their
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panic-windweathering
*
ribs release their grip
on tears
hurdygurdy free gut
puddles
at audI-ence
eyes in
tacit union of
breath's long
out beat
*
at the game
animal tongues
of sleeves, in light,
in sway of permissive
light, animal sleeves
in animal sway,
green glottides of
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animal hunger,
each body a tooth
to be worn, each
birth and bearing
pretext to collective
raison d'etre
Andrew Brenza
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Andrew Brenza

17

Andrew Brenza
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Looking In
The glass window threads
like fallen
rain. A river
of traffic and shadows send
light pirouetting like a dress.
Clasp. Zip. Draw
your own conclusions
slowly
down,
drop them like a carpet,
split
and lose
memory, frame, and skin.
A.J. Huffman
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Movement: In Red Sharp
How many coats will it take to paint my mind
secure? I am
all out
of brushes. You show me
two, but cannot decide if share is the idea[l] you
are looking for.
I take
[action into] my own hands. Submerging
them in abstraction.
Hues
of ho and hum. I abhor
such unsubstantial gore, but concede
to your need
for self. Sacrifice,
it seems, is my shade.
At least when it mixes [to match]
your latest need.
A.J. Huffman
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Fool Me Once
i lap at the moon like a deer does a saltlick
because to taste is to believe and i’ve got a glimpse
of the future etched out in headlights. wait.
i’m confusing the road for the way. the weight
the moon pulls, the moon pulls. it’s yellow-bricked,
the road. no, nothing but lines. look up. i’ve come face
to face with that salvation type light, but it turned left.
went right around me and there i was stark
and open like a bare-boned billboard hanging in night.
give way to gravity, to movement. walk along.
there’s nothing to see here. nothing to see. advice:
season to taste. rub face against chain-link fence,
strike sticks against cement, toss stones.
no damage done until the match is lit. wait.
i’m confusing the light for the light. but i taste
salt, so i must be getting closer to the meaning of burn,
of crumb. hit me, i dare you. i’m lapping it up.
Laurin DeChae
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Burnt Offering
you’ve dimmed me to the very last drop,
but i’ve still got enough battery
for one last bender, one last hoorah
to ease my busted verbosity.
Still: one last bit to bind us, bend us
before the sun goes out, blasting blind
at the birth of the next big bang. Boom.
just like that, an instant between thumb
and middle finger, snapped: like limbs, like
gum, like firecrackers, like the moon.
above all this, a burst of bold beat
of what I thought was a winged thing perched,
pre-flight and not enough for lift off.
if you could go back to the moment
of truth, what would your bones offer up
as sacrifice? all this time you’ve
been boring holes just beneath the bust
bleeding me a ribbed corset of blood.
Laurin DeChae
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Lake Galena
Really there wasn’t any water,
a town at the bottom
or a letter pinned to a gull.
The bed had dried from drinking
and fish swallowed the lead
until homes washed ashore.
Us, unburied with the sun
on its hind legs, deer nipping
at dead turtles across the floor.
Sharks finished digging
and lay still. Pearls thirsty
turned back to lichen,
lichen back to sunburn.
We too believed in sin,
still fed from dry ground.
Pieces bottomed, blues
of every catfish and glass bottle.
We only stopped when full,
listening to kestrels in flight.
Wing-beats, the echoes
of the not-yet-hungry.
Tyler Kline
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Director's Eye: Gettysburg
This field alive in the lens, did it aim
to be aimed at, a witness bright in green fire
that doesn't burn it? And the flower,
bottom left, blue as the name
this field no longer holds, did it mean
to gather in as an afterthought,
immortal by accident in the shot
none heard who fired it? Is this a scene
about color or not? Maybe some cotton
should fit in the frame, widen the angle
a bit, tell more story if we're able—
the blue bled into green and forgotten
in how colorful a camera makes be,
how it contains how it sets free.
William Glass
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Interview of a Self-Portrait
What's happened is that I've become all art,
a form to breathe a face into the air
of which I am made, of which I am only part.
Some lovers, in return for a heart
give a hollow, and promise a heart is there.
What's happened is that I've become all art,
a painting torn too hastily apart,
whose brilliant maker with a brilliant flare,
of which I am made, of which I am only part,
no sooner is finished but hates what at the start
he loved.
But once, he traced my neck and brushed my hair:
what's happened is that I've become all art.
If I had known that I would be scarred
by his caprice, his oil-paint savoir-faire,
of which I am made, of which I am only part,
I wouldn’t have wished or listened quite as hard,
for words he whispered nightly in my ear:
"what's happened is that I've become all art,
of which I am made, of which I am only part."
William Glass
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SUGAR
I ate cookies & watched the naked
bodies on LSD
the rapid eye motion,
the summer boredom,
the eye skin
torn to welts
after exposure to
the sun, our giver
of stardust,

happiness,

& boils

I fell asleep
(I'm sorry)
on the LifeSaver
floatie; I
drifted,
coughed Grand Rapids
in my chest;
still,
there is a
desire
I

cannot

quench

James Croal Jackson
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TONGUE
mouth sculpture in a gunpoint ell
little gunshot clicks and pops that
wound
when
wielded
well
James Croal Jackson
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IN THE MORNING
in a snowstorm
next to you
the mistake
she made
makes from
your grasp
again
the end
the plane
I leave
the end
on my mind
next time
I see
a bed:
a beer
a life
a lay
James Croal Jackson
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PALM SPRINGS
we rode bikes
the sun

laughing
pedals woof

wild

index fingers
pointed mountaintops
hiking
heat
in flip - flops
canopy games
blueing

spilled blue
ink
the vodka pool

on your knees
it was too early

you told me
you like to be teased

That was
all we had.
James Croal Jackson
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strawberries, and the rest by barefoot kids with jean shorts. This vestiary background served
him well, as "jorts" are required for admission to the University of Florida, where William
completed a degree in medieval literature, after which they shut down the program – surely
because no one else would ever do it so well! Always the savvy player, he now pursues a PhD
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